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Sampling frame and measurement: ML tries to circumvent internal/construct validity,
and sampling frame. Sometimes this works. Sometimes it doesn’t.
“Prediction” vs. causality: “prediction” has a lot of complexity that casual usage
ignores
Model metrics are estimators! They have asymptotic distributions, can be biased, etc.

•

Dependencies are a form of leakage, and bias the CV estimators of model success
We should figure out asymptotic distributions to help design tests and power calculations,
and start using them

Contextual points:
–
–

Cultural issues: Lack of exposure to the entirety of research methods. To a certain
extent, expecting replication might be understanding science in a bad way
Lessons from other fields: We probably won’t get reform until we have a crisis, and
we probably won’t get to a crisis
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•

Each branch has trade-offs, and problems propagate

•

No one method is inherently better any other

•

Mixed methods can combine (although I don’t consider
this in the paper)
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Qualitative research can
get directly at how
things are multifaceted,
heterogeneous,
intersubjective
Quantification/
measurements lock in
one meaning; and
frequently are proxies,
which are imperfect
(“all
k
models are wrong;” Box,
1979)
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Constructs: primitives of
social science
– What we care about
– Often unobservable (and
hypothetical/subjective, e.g.
friendship)
– Proxies always give errors
(for binary constructs: false
negatives and false
positives), and even can be
gamed
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Wong et al. (2021) found that a model to predict sepsis from the
electronic health records company Epic worked far less well than
claimed

•

One possible culprit: different definitions. Epic developed its
model based on defining sepsis by the point where physicians
intervened (what there was direct data for). Wong et al.’s
evaluation was based on defining sepsis by meeting a certain
number of CDC and ICD-10 criteria
Of course the model as fitted wouldn’t generalize! Maybe the
same model, re-fitted on the “better” measure, would work
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Statistics and machine
only option to both
directly use data and
account for variability
They do so via central
tendency
This requires multiple
observations, and
independence
assumptions
(we cannot
k
do anything with an n of
1!)
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Because ML uses the same fundamental mechanism as stats
(reducing aggregates via central tendency), it has the same issue
that results will only generalize insofar as the sample is
representative (see also Meng, 2018)

•

The “patterns” we “recognize” are correlations, not necessarily
universal regularity, so we can’t ignore the sampling frame
“Sampling on the dependent variable” is a classic problem:
Cohen and Ruths (2013) have an amazing mea culpa where they
note that they filtered Twitter users to only those who had a signal
for political orientation. That was an unrealistic sampling frame
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Properly controlled
experiments lack
ecological validity
Observational inference
can never totally account
for the possibility of
hidden confounders,
which can frustrate even
the most perfect
application of causal
k
techniques (Arceneaux,
Gerber, & Green, 2010)
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To Explain or to Predict?
Galit Shmueli
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other fields

Abstract. Statistical modeling is a powerful tool for developing and testing
theories by way of causal explanation, prediction, and description. In many
disciplines there is near-exclusive use of statistical modeling for causal explanation and the assumption that models with high explanatory power are
inherently of high predictive power. Conflation between explanation and prediction is common, yet the distinction must be understood for progressing
scientific knowledge. While this distinction has been recognized in the philosophy of science, the statistical literature lacks a thorough discussion of the
many differences that arise in the process of modeling for an explanatory versus a predictive goal. The purpose of this article is to clarify the distinction
between explanatory and predictive modeling, to discuss its sources, and to
reveal the practical implications of the distinction to each step in the modeling process.
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focus on the use of statistical modeling for causal explanation and for prediction. My main premise is that
the two are often conflated, yet the causal versus predictive distinction has a large impact on each step of the
statistical modeling process and on its consequences.
Although not explicitly stated in the statistics methodology literature, applied statisticians instinctively sense
that predicting and explaining are different. This article
aims to fill a critical void: to tackle the distinction between explanatory modeling and predictive modeling.
Clearing the current ambiguity between the two is
critical not only for proper statistical modeling, but
more importantly, for proper scientific usage. Both explanation and prediction are necessary for generating
and testing theories, yet each plays a different role in
doing so. The lack of a clear distinction within statistics
has created a lack of understanding in many disciplines
of the difference between building sound explanatory
models versus creating powerful predictive models, as
well as confusing explanatory power with predictive
power. The implications of this omission and the lack
of clear guidelines on how to model for explanatory
versus predictive goals are considerable for both scientific research and practice and have also contributed to
the gap between academia and practice.
I start by defining what I term explaining and predicting. These definitions are chosen to reflect the dis-

1. INTRODUCTION

Looking at how statistical models are used in different scientific disciplines for the purpose of theory
building and testing, one finds a range of perceptions
regarding the relationship between causal explanation
and empirical prediction. In many scientific fields such
as economics, psychology, education, and environmental science, statistical models are used almost exclusively for causal explanation, and models that possess
high explanatory power are often assumed to inherently possess predictive power. In fields such as natural
language processing and bioinformatics, the focus is on
empirical prediction with only a slight and indirect relation to causal explanation. And yet in other research
fields, such as epidemiology, the emphasis on causal
explanation versus empirical prediction is more mixed.
Statistical modeling for description, where the purpose
is to capture the data structure parsimoniously, and
which is the most commonly developed within the field
of statistics, is not commonly used for theory building
and testing in other disciplines. Hence, in this article I
Galit Shmueli is Associate Professor of Statistics,
Department of Decision, Operations and Information
Technologies, Robert H. Smith School of Business,
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742,
USA (e-mail: gshmueli@umd.edu).

k

Correlations do this

Non-causal correlations can
sometimes predict well
within a frame, but they
frequently don’t explain,
and can fail outside
–

Key words and phrases: Explanatory modeling, causality, predictive modeling, predictive power, statistical strategy, data mining, scientific research.

Summary and
conclusion

“Predictions” are defined as
what minimizes loss within
a predetermined frame

If that was the definition
(Milton Friedman: “prediction
in the presence of change”),
correlations wouldn’t work,
but that is hard to formalize
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•
decision trees
neural nets
The reproducibility crisis in ML-based science

Realist definitions: what things are, rather
than what they aspire to be
Machine learning: An instrumental use of
correlations to try and mimic the outputs
of a target system (rather than trying to
understand causal relationships between
inputs and outputs). Focus on highly
flexible “curve-fitting” methods.
(Diagram: Breiman, 2001. See also Jones,
2018)
Yes theory-agnostic modeling has its
place, but there is a cost to abandoning
many hard-won guardrails
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Non-causal (“spurious”) correlations may
fit robustly (e.g., latent common cause)
Breiman, 2001: “prediction problems”
Shmueli, 2010: “to predict”
Kleinberg et al., 2015: “umbrella problems”
Mullainathan & Spiess 2017: “y-hat problems”

Carefully built models that capture
causality (or “pure” associations) may fit
poorly overall
–
–
–
–

Breiman: “information”
Shmueli: “to explain”
Kleinberg et al.: “rain dance problems”
Mullainathan & Spiess: “beta-hat problems”
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Very different sets of
correlations can “predict”
(correlate) equally well
(Mullainathan and Spiess
2017)
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But different fits suggest
very different outputs under
covariate shift, and under
interventions
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Tumours

References

I really like the example of
Cardoso et al. (2016). van’t Veer et
al. (2002) fit a model for genetic
correlates of metastatic breast
cancer. Of course it was optimal,
post-hoc. But did it generalize?
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(Probably could be re-done much
better with more data and modern
software: only trained on 98 breast
tumors, done via a customimplemented decision tree. But this
was from 2002.)

Cardoso et al. (2016) tested on
6,693 women in Europe

1
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Cardoso et al., 2016, NEJM
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Finding: Machine learning
alone would make things
worse. But as a secondary
diagnosis, on average it
catches false positives and
avoids unhelpful chemo!
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Communication: stop saying “prediction” if it is really “correlation”
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Statements like ”predict the probability of risk”, or “calculate the probability of a likelihood” exist
and are redundant if not nonsensical (akin to, “a probability of a probability [of a probability]”).
•

Lessons from
other fields

References

The use of ‘prediction’ leads to false, inflated expectations. Instead of saying “prediction” for
post-hoc demonstrations (Gayo-Avello, 2012), use “retrodiction”: it is awkward, but that’s what we
need. For time series: nowcasting, back-testing.
Attempts to model partial correlation (i.e., for “ceteris paribus” interpretations) can be described
with “association”

•

Probabilities and risks are always latent (and indeed, are hypothetical and metaphysical), so how can we
“predict” them? We should say that estimate probabilities and risk (say estimated probabilities, etc.), and not
overload on synonyms for probability

Use “detection” or “classification” if labels are manifest but unknown. E.g., we don’t “predict” race;
“detecting” and “predicting” cancer imply two very different tasks; etc.

Models, not algorithms (unless you really do mean an optimization algorithm). Why?
Specificity: logistic regression is a model, IRLS is an algorithm. Random forests are a
model, CART is an algorithm. And: we already know “all models are wrong” (Box, 1979)
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If by “generalizability,” we mean that a fitted model will apply to very
different contexts, probably very few ML models will generalize (at least
for the social world)

•

But if we mean that the ML procedure, allowing for different weights (and even
different selected features) for a different context, then things are probably not as
bad
Using Rescher’s (1998) “level of prediction” can help be more precise

Being more precise about language will help this, including setting
expectations on the basis of ML being based on maximizing correlations
[in a given sample] rather than achieving prophecy
Just because we can find a correlation doesn’t mean we’ve advanced
scientific understanding (some ongoing work with Joshua Kroll, Lorraine
Kisselburgh, Larry Medsker, Simson Garfinkel, and others)
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If we make a commitment to a statistical view of the world (unobservable
but inferable underlying regularity realized with haphazard variability),
then the precision, recall, AUC, etc., are estimators of the underlying
quantity of out-of-sample performance
–

•

Quantifying uncertainty provides a hedge on performance claims

We can frame and study their properties statistically!
–

–
–

Dependencies cause test error to be biased (and, in a simple case, error has a
generalized non-central chi-square distribution, which is heavily right-tailed, versus
the symmetry of a binomial distribution)
Metrics other than accuracy (binomial) look like they have weird distributions.
Somebody should look into this, and also design tests and power calculations
This view explains how it makes sense to use instrumental variables for estimating
out-of-sample performance! (Kleinberg et al., 2018)
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<latexit sha1_base64="4tuiTplQVr5iP+n6ckwgmD4vc8Q=">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</latexit>

Appendix:
Simulation
code

irreducible
(“Bayes”) error
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squared

variance of
the estimator
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Classic argument for CV
Introduction
Sampling
frame and
measurement
“Prediction”
vs. causality

Training:

b k2
err(µ̂) = n1 Ef kY Y
2
h
b )k2 + tr Varf (Y
b)
= n1 tr ⌃ + kµ E(Y
2
<latexit sha1_base64="S6mJ9snJbkvO5G0BYteeh4fh88A=">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</latexit>

Model metrics
as estimators
Cultural issues
Lessons from
other fields
Summary and
conclusion
References
Appendix:
Simulation
code

Testing:

b k2
Err(µ̂) = n1 Ef kY ⇤ Y
2
h
b )k2 + tr Varf (Y
b)
= n1 tr ⌃ + kµ E(Y
2
<latexit sha1_base64="aLfMXUg7zKBOl7HJdPyniE2ZK1Q=">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</latexit>

b)
2 tr Covf (Y , Y

b)
2 tr Covf (Y , Y
⇤

The difference is the optimism (Efron, 2004; Rosset & Tibshirani,
2020):
2
b

Opt(µ̂) = Err(µ̂)

err(µ̂) =

<latexit sha1_base64="BS1WiamCGRVSOfTzBj+TLYUyumo=">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</latexit>
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n

i
i

tr Covf (Y , Y )
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Apply this to non-iid data
Introduction

Imagine we have, for ⌃ii =

•

2



Sampling
frame and
measurement
“Prediction”
vs. causality
Model metrics
as estimators

<latexit sha1_base64="nudi2wUSp7CBsuMNkXQVR+Ehilg=">AAAO6XicpZfdbts2FMed7qvz1qzdLnfDrnDRDZ4hucmSmwBtmhQt0BZZmzZJLTegJMomQooaSSV2BD/E7obd7oF2vbfZoayYMuV1XwoSHJ7f/xySh1RIhRmjSnveH2vXPvjwo48/uf5p+7PPb6x/cfPWl2+UyGVEXkeCCXkcYkUYTclrTTUjx5kkmIeMHIVnjww/OidSUZEe6mlGhhyPUprQCGtwnd78PQjJiKZFyLGWdDI7OfVREKCT0z4KSBov/ChQlKMgeoECRhJ9DzlxKDg2cebvclgYEo27TXn4io44RndRIMfCZIfWO+gUuvffHZa5VoK7i1CnI0lHY/3t6c07Xs8rH9Q0/Mq406qeg9NbN64FsYhyTlIdMazUwPcyPSyw1DRiZNYOckUyHJ3hESnCkDsOaHdqjgGYKeZEDYtybWaoA54YJULCb6pR6V1KgblSUx6CEqYyVi4zzlVskOtke1jQNMs1SaN5R0nOkBbILDSKqSSRZlMwcCQpzAZFYyxxpGE7tANJUnIRCc5xGgcJ5pRNY5LgnOkiUEllztpLw8mzkSTkbLkEZmRSJarp1UIwx014NiY/LdesyCamNMrpDEuJpxBth/ldEcBW1iGWsyKQOSOD730yGRZebzPTs6Lf2ySTmRsxFvKyFmE0w0paBTr9TuYL1w6gBvBSlS2zmP6seHL4/Nms2Nv2d3/wmoL+lcDf397e32wK7l8JHj9+5HtbTcHGlcDzNvY2vOWBDSI+LFRS7of6HItgX5rplevAC9NwOKlz0uRYjjhNK4nIFtLKv0qOJ6vl4HflkIJyekmaAQvSCMGTvwq5Im6Ilk0x+FyZX6nCpPBd9tSypy7zLPNc9vKKhcVLl+1btu+yN3jFmI3TFT4S502hcRph/T0uggPb34GbhqYx0IzILLhd/hjT0RzajXLoxj+0NXjosl3Ldl22Z9mey8JnFj5z4XPLnrvsyLIjlx1bduyyE8tOXPbWsrcuu7DswmUTyyYum1o2ddmlZZcuiyd2JWIXRi8qGGFWvGjUFLNsjEERcnhZS9tVmDO5EpSmy0mmKBNpJTnH8srhCnleacBwWXlyV3huu4rDsR3H3HYVe4QtFHPbVbyq9fJqZS9xLUe8MoeujUOvHMcI80Uvcxv+OS8dG5qeXc7POmMxGkosp0UmFDUXLZqOumqMM6K6Mfy/l+XtS3VDCB5Jkaexc05moyRjQjve0Bzg5aEMHPIwWBiGp0QWNtGsCeHyQeoQhlgCVQvrckzTbk2JEOp0kBKcIBzH5SQwQ/O48joTEy7ajQnDjoy6Gm4JqlufOxzm4kI164NzLWAj47q4qSrzNd21SvYyeBu4kNnYJEAdlAqqpmhe8kZgQrWZ3/zpIGhqCKvU5gIVCSFjmmK9Iri+ZhAcS3xhgmHfIIsQTuCaZZxt9L6ng2zJ37d5mpOHwcaLksKi1vyZKRYsjZErPWVwG5umIiaznUFEJVxquzAwGp11UXkC5xwpOFJ3vN5WxLvlhHZCBlO5ve0N61lEqIg8J/G/zuN7XheqzFjV7i/nZVDnVP/f0WUmDSQxt16cjmp5aJrCWkCVIEl/szm2pTSmruSf5dr4m1Qaw1eYnVZVgJzA/LtOdWxaP9POzO+b75F63ojReb3s8P5rbr9vcrfhq8l3v5Gaxpt+z7/f2/xx486D3er76Xrr69Y3rXstv7XVetB60jpovW5Fa5trg7V4jayfrf+8/sv6r3PptbUq5qvW0rP+25/Fmo3e</latexit>

Cultural issues

Summary and
conclusion

<latexit sha1_base64="gHu5v0XcSXpf2mHjahNHYET+PaU=">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</latexit>
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But test set also has nonzero optimism!
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Training error
Test set error
Out−of−sample (true) error

(Theoretical:)
Irreducible error: 1
Estimator variance: 0.61
Expected bias: 0 (OLS is unbiased)
Expected training optimism: 1.21
Expected test set optimism: 1

2

Model metrics
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Density

“Prediction”
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Mean training error: 0.40
Mean test set error: 0.61
Mean true error: 1.61 (also, long tail!)
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•

“Twitter mood predicts the stock market”
(Bollen et al., 2011) trains on future values,
tests on past values: that is “time-traveling”!
(“No limits to garbatrage,” Buy the Hype
blog, August 29, 2013)
A colleague of mine trained a model to
recognize birds on his windowsill in webcam
images, splitting frames randomly…
Park (2012) has a great example of
overfitting to the test set in Kaggle. Having a
“private leaderboard” helps catch overfitting
in Kaggle
–

I agree with Wagstaff (2012) that in research, it’s
probably not worth having a test set we only
use once (do we give up if performance is
bad?). But we should temper our claims, and do
out-of-sample testing
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Greg Park (2012):
Repeated tries improved
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ML needs to contend with dependencies, because the iid
assumption matters for estimates of model performance
– Even statistical relational learning doesn’t discuss

•

Maybe we can’t make a better model, but dependencies are a
form of leakage between training and test sets
– We can use the framework of “optimism” to understand and quantify
this (meta-meta-prediction is useful; Rescher, 1998)
– Test set re-use (Dwork et al., 2014) falls within this as well
– Ideally, no dependencies between training and test sets
– Unfortunately, the mean function and covariance function are jointly
unidentifiable nonparametrically (Opsomer et al., 2001), so we will
have to rely on theory and limited explorations (e.g., ACF, PACF)
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How are metrics distributed? (Preliminary
explorations)
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Under this specification and DGP, the test error has a
“generalized non-central chi-squared” distribution
• But even in the iid case, we know frighteningly little about
distributions (in that I found no work other than around
accuracy, which is binomial and gives McNemar’s test) and
the variability they might suggest
•

– We should consider both asymptotics and convergence
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A quick simulation of a logistic fit of Xi ⇠ N (0, 1) and
Yi ⇠ Bin(logistic(xi )) at n = 10,000 (large sample size) gives
reasons for worry
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Distributions of counts? n = 104
(nsim = 50,000). Looks okay
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I only found scattered, preliminary work
(Lieli & Hsu, 2017; Delmer et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2012), but the distribution of
estimators is stats theory 101!
(The problem persists for various seeds.
Maybe I made a mistake?)
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Model metrics
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Also… are precision, recall, and F1
mixtures??

40

•

Other metrics? Small sample size? Power!!

Conclusion: even for large sample size, a
simple DGP, and a “true” model, the
distribution of common metrics is not so
simple
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95% empirical confidence (tolerance)
interval for AUC is [.731, .734], probably
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•

But: do not use k-fold cross validation for assessing model
performance!
Wager (2020) has a great exploration that shows that CV has very
different properties for model selection, versus model evaluation.
k-fold CV consistently selects the best model, but is asymptotically
uninformative about out-of-sample performance
For model evaluation, use a totally held-out test set (contra
Raschka, 2020)
To get standard errors/confidence intervals, for now, we can
always bootstrap on the test set
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distributions of metrics, and use them!
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Can somebody please find the distributions of ML model success
metrics? (I started to try, via joint distribution of TP, FP, FN, TN as a
multidimensional [3+1 dimensions] binomial, and then taking ratios of
marginals, but it’s a lot of algebra)
With distributions, we could find asymptotic confidence intervals, and
conduct significance testing of model results

•

Yes, p-values and hypothesis testing have done enormous damage, but ignoring
variance might be worse
Also, start doing power calculations in ML

Maybe, when studying asymptotic distributions, we’ll find sufficient
statistics for model success (like the parameters of a multivariate
binomial) and good estimators thereof
–

We usually avoid ratio statistics, because they can have a Cauchy distribution
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Narrow technical training
Introduction

•

– “My college did not require me to take many humanities courses, or
learn to write in a professional register, and so I arrived in graduate
school at MIT with little genuine knowledge beyond math and
computers. This realization hit me with great force halfway through my
first year of graduate school...
– “I was unable to turn to other, nontechnical fields for inspiration… The
problem was not exactly that I could not understand the vocabulary,
but that I insisted on trying to read everything as a narration of the
workings of a mechanism.”
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Phil Agre (1997):

•

Study design and measurement still partially fall under “technical”
knowledge; the problem is far more profound
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“Paradigms of inquiry”: Unknown in ML
(even stats), but basic in social science
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Issue

Positivism

Post-positivism

Critical theory et al.

Constructivism

Participatory

Ontology

Naïve realism:
Reality independent
of and prior to
human conception
of it, apprehensible

Critical realism: Reality
independent of and prior
to human conception,
but imperfectly and
approx. apprehensible

Disenchantment
theory: reality is
secret/hidden, shaped
by power structures
and solidified over time

Relativism:
multiple realities,
constructed in
history through
social processes

Participative: multiple
realities, co-constructed
through interactions between
specific people and
environments

Epistemology

Reality knowable.
Findings are
singular, neutral,
perspectiveindependent,
atemporal,
universally true

Findings provisionally
true; multiple
descriptions can be valid
but are probably
equivalent; findings can
be affected/distorted by
social + cultural factors

How we come to know
something, or who
knows it, matters for
how meaningful it is

Relativistic: no
neutral
perspective to
adjudicate
competing claims

We come to know things,
create new understandings, &
transform world by involving
other people in process of
inquiry

Methodology

Hypotheses can be
verified as true.
Quant methods,
math.

Falsification of
hypotheses; primacy of
quant, but some qual and
mixed methods

Dialogic (conversation
+ debate) or dialectical
(thesis1 → antithesis1 →
synthesis2 := thesis2…)

Dialetical, or
exegetical
(reading between
the lines”)

Collaborative, action-focused;
flattening hierarchies;
engaging in self- and
collective reflection, action

Axiology

Quant knowledgeholders have access
to truth, and
responsibility from it

Quant knowledge
valuable but can be
distorted; qual can help
find and correct

Marginalization
provides unique
insights, knowledge of
marginalized valuable

Understanding
construction is
valuable; value
relative to given
perspective

Reflexivity, co-created
knowledge, and non- western
ways of knowing are valuable
and combat erasure and
dehumanization
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Malik & Malik (2021), via Guba and Lincoln (2005)
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“Ways of understanding a person”: The
quant view is strange and unnatural!
As a case (quant)

In narrative (qual)

Context/circumstance

Stripped away

Key

Mental states

Absent (for the most part)

Crucial; constitutive

Relevant features

Determined in advance

Emergent

Model metrics
as estimators

Orientation to time

Atemporal

Chronological

Cultural issues

Ordering of features

Unimportant

Meaningful

Lessons from
other fields

Other actors

Invisible

Often present

Causal logic

Mathematical

Theoretical

Boost predictive validity

Add cases

Know person better
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Slide from Barbara Kiviat (work in progress), based on “Bowker and Star 2000; Bruner 1986; Desrosières 1998; Espeland 1998; Espeland and Stevens
1998, 2008; Fourcade and Healy 2017; Hacking 1990; Porter 1994, 1995; Ricouer 1998; White 1980, 1984”. I would add: Abbott, 1988
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Why this matters: it’s why we expect
generalization
Introduction

•

– Statistics makes the assumption that we can treat the world as made
up of entities that are distinct but are realizations of an underlying
process. Machine learning shares this assumption, even if it is not
explicit about it (e.g., theory about convergence to the “oracle
predictor” rather than about convergence to a “true” parameter)
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We expect that models are picking up on signal, not noise

•

If we define the “signal” as what is invariant, then failures of
generalizability means we’ve failed to find the underlying
regularity
But is there really aggregate regularity? Or only narrative, if any?
– E.g., Twitter and elections (Gayo-Avello, 2012)
– Note: one explanation for stats working is that it imposes regularity
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“What are we even doing?”
Introduction

•
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– Intellectual supremacy is probably a bad reason for doing
science
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“If science isn’t ‘true’, then what are we even doing? We
might as well be doing English literature, or art criticism!”

•

At least for the social world, I am skeptical of attempts to
find underlying regularity in the [social] world as cases; both
because only trivial things can have universal aggregate
regularity, and because attempts to find social regularity can
end up imposing it
– But neither can I imagine our civilization without the use of
summary statistics for management, planning, and allocation…
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Proximate causes? Concerns?
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Attention in 2011/2012 in both
psychology and biomedicine, rapidly led
to major policy initiatives
• What caused? In psych: one researcher
admitting to a decade of (deliberate)
fraud that went undiscovered + the “ESP”
study + decades of concern → “soul
searching”
• Psychologists and collaborators thought
the crisis/problems were worse there:
stat ignorance (“methodolatry”)? Objects
of study more variable? Bad incentives?
• But discourse in biomedicine was very
similar: clustering doesn’t separate fields
(Nelson, Chung, Ichikawa, & Malik, 2022)
•
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Machine learning is not
necessarily special in having a
crisis, or worse than other fields
In other fields, dramatic failures
(rather than long-standing
concerns) precipitated an
experience of “crisis”
Machine learning had a dramatic
failure in Google Flu Trends, which
Lazer (2014) called “big data’s
‘Dewey Defeats Truman’ moment”
–
–

But that didn’t prompt much reform
Epic Sepsis model? Also not much
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What can we expect? What should we
want?
Introduction
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•
•

If we really want reform, maybe we should want a crisis, and try to precipitate one…

Hype about claimed success are probably enough to prevent get around
high-profile failures for some time
–

Model metrics
as estimators

Lessons from
other fields

We probably won’t get large-scale reform attempts until we enter a crisis.
Crisis requires dramatic failure and attention

Consequences of a crisis? Maybe loss of legitimacy and funding (another “AI
winter”): but also, if hype is sufficient there is a niche for “reformers” (Nelson, 2018)
who preserve legitimacy and funding

The fundamental sources of the problem: yes, methods and incentives,
both of which we can and should improve
A different solution: I don’t think replication should be the measure of
science, such that failures of replication shouldn’t be that big a deal (but
only if we give up on claims to universality and generalizability)
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Maybe irreproducibility is just an artifact of a positivist
commitment: if we change our understanding of what
science is, should be, and could be to something far
humbler, then reproducibility wouldn’t be a problem
• Based on prior fields, and on current hype, we shouldn’t
expect reform without a crisis and we shouldn’t expect a
crisis anytime soon, for better or worse
• But crisis aside, there are still methodological steps we can
and should take. These will hopefully at fix any problems for
ML applications to physical sciences and some engineering
•
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Methodological issues
Introduction
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frame and
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ML models will only generalize insofar as the data are representative

Selection on the dependent variable is not something we can do in application

“Prediction”
vs. causality
Model metrics
as estimators

If the underlying measurements are not consistent, the model can also fail to generalize

Cultural issues
Lessons from
other fields
Summary and
conclusion

Point estimates of model metrics don’t give possible variability even with the same population

Dependencies cause a form of leakage

References
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Unless models give unbiased estimates of partial correlation, causal shifts will make them invalid
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Suggested fixes
Introduction
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frame and
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Gather representative data and/or make more limited claims

Include weak signal observations, rather than filter them out

“Prediction”
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Model metrics
as estimators

Use a measurement model (for the response), or at least consider validity and reliability

Cultural issues
Lessons from
other fields
Summary and
conclusion

Get confidence intervals around all measures of model success, and study asymptotics

Split data by dependencies (temporal block CV, leave-one-subject-out CV, network CV, etc.)
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Change language to temper expectations, and sometimes, pursue causality
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Appendix: Simulation code
library(ModelMetrics)
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for (i in 1:nsim) {
y <- rbinom(n = n, size = 1, prob = logistic(x))

# Rename for convenience
logistic <- function(x) plogis(x)

glm1 <- glm(y ~ x, family = "binomial")
results$accuracy[i] <- mean(y==(predict.glm(glm1, type = "response")>.5))

logit <- function(p) qlogis(p)

results$ppv[i] <- ppv(y, predict.glm(glm1, type = "response")) # Precision
results$tp[i] <- sum(y==1 & (predict.glm(glm1, type = "response")>=.5))
results$tn[i] <- sum(y==0 & (predict.glm(glm1, type = "response")<.5))
results$fp[i] <- sum(y==0 & (predict.glm(glm1, type = "response")>=.5))

set.seed(20220728)
nsim <- 50000
results <- data.frame(accuracy = rep(NA, nsim),
ppv = rep(NA, nsim),

results$fn[i] <- sum(y==1 & (predict.glm(glm1, type = "response")<.5))
results$tpr[i] <- tpr(y, predict.glm(glm1, type = "response")) # Recall
results$tnr[i] <- tnr(y, predict.glm(glm1, type = "response")) # Specificity
results$auc[i] <- auc(y, predict.glm(glm1, type = "response"))
results$f1score[i] <- f1Score(y, predict.glm(glm1, type = "response"))

tp = rep(NA, nsim),
tn = rep(NA, nsim),
fp = rep(NA, nsim),
fn = rep(NA, nsim),
tpr = rep(NA, nsim),

if (i%%1000==0) {print(i)}
}

tnr = rep(NA, nsim),
auc = rep(NA, nsim),
f1score = rep(NA, nsim))
# Either run with 97 or 101 (small sample size:
# these are prime number close to 100, so
# that accuracy and other fractions divided by
# a prime denominator), or 10k (large sample
# size)
# n <- 97
# n <- 101
n <- 10000
# Draw X once ("fixed X" setting), then draw a new Y
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# each simulation run, y ~ bernoulli(logistic(x))
x <- rnorm(n = n, mean = 0, sd = 1)
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